The dynamic characteristics such as natural frequencies, mode shapes and frequency response function (FRF) are the important characteristics to be investigated to access the level of durability of any dam structures. These characteristics are important since it will be the reference information for any operational methods to be used for the dam structures. In this study, one of the real dam (i.e., Chenderoh Dam) that available in Malaysia is taken into consideration, where the dynamic analysis of the sector gate section of the dam structure is investigated. The real scale of the sector gate section is measured on site and modelled into the CAD software with the consideration of real build-in materials. Then, the finite element (FE) model is constructed in ANSYS software with the required boundary condition and meshing sensitivity analysis. From the result of modal analysis, 30 natural frequencies are determined in the range of 0.5904 Hz to 8.471 Hz together with the mode shapes but only the most significant natural frequencies will be shown in this paper. In addition, all three axes of the FRF graphs show an agreement for the highest natural frequency value at 7.95 Hz, where the maximum deflection occurred in x axis direction with 2.03 x 10 -7 m.
INTRODUCTION
Sector gate section of the dam controls the flow of water from upstream to the downstream area and considered as one of the vital parts of the dam structure. Thus, it is important to study the dynamic characteristic of the dam in order to determine the structure behavior under dynamic loading. Usually when analyzing the dam, static and dynamic properties are considered as fundamental elements where static properties are related to the design and post-construction monitoring and dynamic properties take preference in structural monitoring of dam in seismic zones [1] . Natural frequencies, mode shapes and FRF are among the critical dynamic characteristics of the dam structure. Natural frequencies can be defined as frequencies at which the structure naturally inclines to vibrate if it is subjected to disturbance whereas the behavior of the structure at a specific natural frequency of vibration are known as mode shape [2] . In addition, each mode shape is corresponding to a specific natural frequency. FRF on the other hand helps to determine the response of a structure at a given frequency in terms of deformation, velocity and acceleration [3] . The peak responses of FRF graph are related to the natural frequencies of the structure [4] . Better understanding on dynamic response and information regarding the dynamic characteristic of dam structure will be useful in maintaining the safety of the dam structure [5] .
METHODOLOGY

Initial Validation of Dam Material
Experimental modal analysis (EMA) is carried out for the real dam concrete material and compared with the simulation of two different concrete materials in order to validate the natural frequencies of the materials before running the simulation for the sector gate section. LMS TestLab, impact hammer and accelerometers are used for the EMA whereas simulation is performed using ANSYS software. A 3 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm cube of dam concrete material is extracted as a sample for the initial validation process.
Modelling of the Sector Gate Section of the Dam Structure
Sector gate section is located at the center of the overall dam. In sector gate section, the release of water at the spillway location is controlled by two gates, which is sector gate and radial gate. The three-dimensional (3D) model of the sector gate section is constructed using SolidWorks software. Figure 1 shows the real and 3D model of the sector gate section which consists of several important parts. 
FE Model and Sensitivity Analysis
FE model of the sector gate section is developed using ANSYS software and it is made up of 433,404 tetrahedral elements. Sensitivity analysis is performed to obtain the optimized meshing type for the simulation. Three types of meshing which are hex dominant, tetrahedral and automatic mesh is investigated with the same body sizing. The boundary condition is set as fixed support for all the bottom faces. Figure 2 shows the FE model of the sector gate as well as its boundary condition. 
Modal Analysis of the Sector Gate Section
Modal analysis of the sector gate section is performed in ANSYS software by importing the CAD file from SolidWorks software. Then, the required materials which are mild steel and concrete are added and assigned to respective parts in the sector gate section. Before starting the meshing process, all parts must share the same topology. 30 mode shapes are set as the maximum mode shapes to be determined in the this analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial Validation of Dam Material
The first natural frequency from the EMA of real dam concrete material is 6,570 Hz whereas simulation result gives the value of 6,400 Hz as the first natural frequency. By comparison, the percentage error between EMA and simulation is 2.59 %, which is valid for further analysis of the dam structure.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Sector Gate Section
The result of the sensitivity analysis shows that the hex dominant and tetrahedral mesh give the same first natural frequency which is 4.65 Hz compared to the automatic mesh which is at 4.72 Hz for the case of full concrete materials. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the natural frequency and types of mesh and it can be concluded that the hex dominant mesh is the optimized meshing type for the simulation. Table 1 shows 4 out of 30 mode shapes obtained along with its corresponding natural frequencies and deflection values. It can be observed that the 16 th mode shape gives the most significant effect to the sector gate with the deflection value of 0.694 mm and natural frequency of 5.090 Hz. Any vibration near to this frequency will cause deflection to the sector and radial gate, sector gate bridge, upper section of the sector gate structure and the highest deflection will occur at the bridge to the bottom outlet. From the FRF graph of harmonic analysis, the highest natural frequency of the x, y and z directions occurred at 7.95 Hz with a maximum deflection of 2.03 x 10 -7 m, 2 x 10 -7 m and 1.79 x 10 -7 m, respectively. The highest deflection occurred at x axis direction for the sector gate section. Table 2 shows all three FRF graph in x, y and z directions. -The development of the 3D model of the sector gate section has been successfully done.
-The meshing sensitivity analysis has been conducted to determine the optimum and reliable meshing for the sector gate and the hex dominant meshing is selected as the most optimum meshing.
-The modal analysis result of the sector gate section which include the natural frequencies and mode shapes have been successfully achieved with the 16 th mode shape at 5.09 Hz gives the most significant effect to the overall sector gate section.
-The harmonic response analysis result of the sector gate section with the FRF graph has been successfully achieved with the maximum deflection occur in x direction at 7.95 Hz.
